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Some drivers in Alberta, Canada have difficulty mastering the shift stick. This is the primary reason
why the introduction of vehicles with automatic transmissions in the car market was a welcome
development for most drivers. Automatic vehicles are definitely easier to maneuver and thus more
convenient for most drivers.

Due to the ease of driving automatic vehicles, some countries like the United Kingdom, Austria,
Germany, and Poland require drivers to get certified to drive automatic vehicles after they get their
licenses to drive manual cars. Apart from its handiness, automatic vehicles are supposedly more
powerful than manual. Some experts have opined that driving automatics allows the driver to shift
faster and more accurately which make it a popular purchase in used car dealerships in Edmonton.
If you want to get yourself an automatic, here are some of the best automatic vehicles you can
consider from Edmonton dealerships.

BMW X3

The BMW X3 is known for its eight speed automatic transmission which makes it easier to drive.
Older BMW X3s offer two six cylinder models â€“ the 2.5I which can go up to 184 horsepower and the
3.0i with 225 horse power. Despite its powerful engine, it surprisingly returns with an impressive fuel
economy which is welcome news.

Mazda CX-7

If you are interested in a used Mazda Edmonton motorists prefer, the Mazda CX-7 comes highly
recommended by some car experts. The Mazda CX-7 has a 2.3 liter I-4 cylinder engine that
produces a powerful 244 horse power and a 258 lb-ft of torque. It is also available with a 2.5 liter
engine for a five-speed automatic driving and a decent front wheel drive layout. It also has a sporty
design and a carlike handling much like any crossover vehicle that adds to its driving appeal.

Toyota Rav4

When searching for a used Toyota Edmonton drivers prefer, some experts recommend the Toyota
Rav4. The Rav4 is available in a 2.5-liter inline four-cylinder engine that can produce 179
horsepower and 172 pound-feet of torque. It is notable for its four speed automatic transmission and
front or four wheel drive versions.

If you are in the market for a used automatic BMW or Toyota Edmonton residents like best, consult
a reliable dealer in the area. To know more about the benefits of an automatic transmission vehicle,
check out ehow.com and safermotoring.co.uk. If you would like to learn more about which automatic
cars are deemed the best, you can find relevant information from Edmunds.com and theaa.com.
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For more details, search a Mazda Edmonton and a Toyota Edmonton in Google for related
information.
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